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Q&A with Azelis Asia Pacific CEO

Expanding steadily in Asia through organic growth, M&A; committed to sustainability goals

S

pecialties and food ingredients distributor Azelis is growing its business steadily in Asia
Pacific. The company’s APAC CEO and president, Laurent Nataf, tells CW’s Kartik Kohli
that China and India form a big part of the company’s regional expansion plans through
M&A and organic growth. The company has also defined a comprehensive set of goals to
support its sustainable growth ambitions, Nataf says.
Chemical Week: Azelis has been present in
Asia Pacific since 2005 and recently acquired
several firms in the region. Which Asian
countries and product areas will Azelis focus
on for acquisitions in APAC in the coming
years? Typically, what size company is it
looking to acquire?
Laurent Nataf: Azelis’s distribution activity
in APAC started in 2012, with a focus on
China. The opening of the headquarters in
Singapore in 2016 set a milestone: the
beginning of a journey of exponential growth
within the region. We are now present in 12
countries: Australia, China, India, Indonesia,
Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand, Thailand,
Singapore, South Korea, and Vietnam, and as
recently announced, we have entered the
Philippines through an acquisition.
In APAC, Azelis’s priority markets are food
and health, specialty agri/horti, personal care,
and CASE [coatings, adhesives, sealants,
elastomers, inks, building, and construction
products] as those businesses are critical in a
rapidly growing economy. We aim to become
a leader in those markets by delivering
innovative solutions thanks to our teams’
technical insights in combination with the
product portfolio from renowned ingredient
producers and the robust international
infrastructure that we have in place.
To support that ambitious goal, we actively
search for the right acquisition candidates in the
target geographies and industries. Such a
carefully planned approach allows Azelis to
offer a larger coverage for our suppliers and to
enhance the portfolio offered to our customers.
What is essential in such a process is not only a
commercial strategic fit and a similar ethos; the
values and ambitions need to be shared just as
much. Companies with a strong focus on
specialties, technical expertise, formulation,
and application development will therefore be
high on our list. Shared values of sustainable
business models and high regard for people are
also essential. When all this comes together, we
have a winning combination.
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CW: How would you assess logistical/
operating challenges such as warehousing
capacities, storage, handling, and transport
of chemicals in the APAC region compared
with other regions?
Nataf: Azelis is a light-asset organization. In
terms of logistics and operations, we have
built a strong network of trusted third-party
partners for the stock and delivery of our
products in the region. Our internal supplychain teams work closely with them to align
on forecasting, order processing, and ensuring
compliance. In APAC, I see three main
challenges that we must consider in our
processes: regulation and compliance,
freight- and logistics-cost volatility, and the
geographical diversity of the countries.
Firstly, for the same industry, from one
country to the other, regulation is drastically
different; as a distributor of specialty
chemicals and food ingredients, we must
master and comply with each country’s
regulations for each market segment.
Secondly, volatility and rapid cost fluctuation require us to have a dedicated team
observing market changes, to define the ideal
logistics set-up and our third-parties’ pricing
strategy for each country.
The third challenge we face in the APAC
region is the country set-up, from vast
geographical lands to highly fragmented
landscapes, and we must adjust to each one of
them. For instance, Indonesia is an archipelago
of islands that create unique logistics and
operational conditions. We have maximized
the use of our internal tool to digitalize every
step of the supply-chain process from order
placement to delivery, to ensure full visibility.
Such an organization allows us to run the
business smoothly, even during the lockdown.
CW: How do you evaluate the role of Azelis in
China and India in the coming years?
Nataf: China and India are among the most
significant and fastest-growing economies,
particularly in the areas of specialty

NATAF: Azelis has been on a sustainability journey for years,
having laid the first foundations of its program in 2015.

chemicals. We aim to play an active role in
those two geographies by becoming the local
leading specialty distributor to deliver locally
the latest innovations and the best services,
including formulation support.
Both in China and India, we are investing in
the expansion of our business activity by
increasing our workforce, as well as funding new
M&A. In 2020 alone, we closed three significant
acquisitions in China and India, strengthening
our presence in personal care and pharma.
We have also been investing heavily in both
countries to strengthen our technical
know-how. Recently, we opened our new
office in India, with five dedicated application
laboratories: for food and health, personal
care, CASE, specialty agri/horti, and pharma.
In China we also have five dedicated application laboratories: for food and health dairy,
food and health non-dairy, personal care,
CASE, and specialty agri/horti.
We will continue our development through
organic growth, focusing on innovation and
new mandates with our strategic principals,
as well as inorganic growth by continuing to
look for new acquisitions.
CW: The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed
vulnerabilities in international supply and
distribution chains, particularly for critical
raw materials sourced from China. What is
the strategy of Azelis in the post-pandemic
world, where countries in Asia and elsewhere
may reduce their dependence on China?
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Nataf: It is true that during the pandemic,
many countries and companies realized the
danger of relying on a unique supplier or a
country, placing procurement and sourcing as
a strategic and vital function of the business
activity. China produces more than 25% of
the world’s manufactured product value.
Throughout the years, China has developed a
strong position in the market with productionand supply-chain excellence, on which many
countries rely. The Chinese government also
implements policies to promote domestic
consumption, decrease global demand dependence, and create a self-sustained ecosystem.
China’s leading position in the market might be
challenged but will remain strong. Relocating
and shifting production is a long and costly
process for countries. Therefore, China is and will
remain one of our strategic markets.
However, we believe that we will see the
development of other sub-regional ecosystems,
for instance, in Southeast Asia.
Azelis, as a distributor, plays an essential
role: we must ensure a safety stock for our
partners, suppliers, and customers to

guarantee zero business disruption. Our local
presence throughout the region is also a key
asset for them.
CW: Advancement toward a circular
economy and sustainability is a top priority
for organizations in the chemicals and
plastics industry. How is Azelis responding
and adapting to forces that are reshaping the
role of chemicals and plastics in society?
Nataf: Our ambition is to become the worldleading provider of sustainable products and
services in specialty chemicals and food
ingredients distribution. Sustainability is one of
the cornerstones of our corporate strategy and
we want to connect and empower both
customers and principals to innovate in
developing sustainable chemical solutions. With
our international lab network, we can create
sustainable innovations and concepts with our
partners and participate in making the future
more sustainable together. We are also committed to the principles of sustainable procurement
and, through our recent membership in Together
for Sustainability (TfS) [a joint initiative of more

than 20 chemical companies, founded in 2011],
we can implement a strong due-diligence
procedure in our supply chain.
To support our sustainable growth
ambitions, we have defined a comprehensive
set of goals and KPIs for each pillar of our
sustainability program: people, product and
innovation, governance, and environment.
Azelis has been on a sustainability journey for
years and the first fundaments for our
sustainability program were laid back in 2015.
Azelis has long supported the participation
of its operating companies in the Responsible
Care or Responsible Distribution programs of
the International Chemical Trade Association
(ICTA) through national associations. As a
signatory of the United Nations Global
Compact Initiative, we report annually on
our progress towards the set ESG goals.
Implementing our global sustainability
policy, obtaining two consecutive Gold
EcoVadis ratings, and launching our first
sustainability report in the third quarter of
2020 further demonstrate our firm commitment toward sustainability. ■
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